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HOW TO CREATE 
AN INTERVIEW VIDEO 
THAT’S WORTH WATCHING



Whether you’re a business, church, or nonprofit organization, the opportunity to shoot an interview 
video has probably been on your radar for sometime. Interview videos are a great way to showcase the 
impact your group is having on the community around you. Whether it’s a changed life, happy customer, 
or inspirational story, interview videos can be a fantastic
resource to promote your organization.

What makes an interview video effective? How does one go about planning, shooting, and editing such a 
piece? This brief ebook is here to guide you through the process of creating an interview video in seven 
easy steps.

Keep reading and before long you’ll have a collection of interview videos you’ll be proud to share with 
others.



The first step to producing a great interview video is finding someone to interview.

In one sense, your organization will need to locate an individual who can relate to your audience. It’s 
important, however, not to get tied up in finding the best looking or most articulate person avail-

able. The key—and this is extremely important—is finding a subject who is genuine.

A person who truthfully and genuinely tells their story is worth more than a sharp-dressed 
individual disengaged from the interview.

For example, I recently filmed a testimony video for a large church in South Texas. One of 
the individuals I spoke to came across as very timid and shy before the interview. Then 

we started rolling. Her story and demeanor were incredibly genuine. She spoke about 
how lonely her life was before she visited church. Then, she detailed the hope and 

healing she experienced from her new “family.” Her interview turned out to be one 
of the best interview videos we’ve ever shot. Why? Because she truly be-
lieved—and felt—what she was saying.

Look for individuals with a great life story. Keep your ears open. 
Then, approach them about sharing their heart with others. They 
might be somewhat reluctant, especially if they are shy, but assure 
them their story is worth sharing. You will walk them through the 
process and in turn, make it a positive experience they will be 

proud to show their friends and family.

STEP 1: FIND THE SUBJECT



The next step toward crafting a great interview video is deciding on an angle. Often, interview videos 
become too broad, spewing every detail of a person’s life on the screen. A good testimony video is 
narrow. It concentrates on one angle and hammers that angle home.

We often see this idea in action during our favorite television shows. One reason why The Walking Dead 
is so well received is because the show’s plot is one of incredible depth. The zombie epidemic is told 
through the eyes of a few individuals.

Keep this principle in mind when shooting an interview video. Tell one part of the story at a time. If the 
story is too big, divide it up into multiple videos.

Did attending your church help save a congregant’s marriage?

Did your corporation’s donations send an employee’s daughter to college?

How has your non-profit affected the life of one person?

Talk with your subject beforehand and decide on the lens you’ll use to tell their 
story. A focused story is always better than a broad story.

STEP 2: FIND AN ANGLE



After deciding on an angle, tell you subject to go home and think about what they 
want to say. They can even jot down a few thoughts.

You don’t, however, want them to script out their interview. In my experience, a 
manuscript only makes the subject come across as mechanical and robotic. Make 
your interview conversational. Planning, but not planning is a great way to foster a 
genuine story.

Unless your clip is extremely short, it’s best not to have it completely rehearsed.

STEP 3: PLAN, BUT
DON’T PLAN



Your set—whether it’s inside a boardroom or the interior of your church’s sanctu-
ary—needs to look good. Scout out a few locations and see how each look on camera. 
Watch some commercials or testimony videos to get a few ideas. Check out 60 Minutes and 
notice the sets (or environments) they use to interview their subjects.

In this same regard, your shooting environment needs to be both controlled and comfort-
able. Shooting a video outside may look great, but how will the audio sound? Do you have 
the equipment to tune out the wind? What about photobombers? 

Shooting in a public place might also make your subject feel uncomfortable, especially if 
they are already shy about telling their story. Always choose a set that will make your sub-
ject feel at ease.

Keep these three aspects (ascetics, control, and comfort) in mind when choosing a location 
to shoot.

STEP 4: CHOOSE THE 
RIGHT ENVIRONMENT

Before shooting your video, you want to choose an environment that is:

Controlled

Comfortable

Ascetically Pleasing



While this section could be a book of its own, here are a few things to concentrate on when 
shooting your video.

Great sound can make a low-quality picture look good and poor sound can 
make a high-quality picture look bad. Do not use the built-in audio microphone 
on your camera. It will not produce high-quality sound. Use an external micro-
phone. This is an area you can’t skimp on.

Tip: bhphotovideo.com is a great resource for both video and audio equip-
ment.

B-Roll is footage you can place over your interview in post-production. This is 
an important aspect you want to consider. If your subject is talking about their 
family, it might be productive to grab a few shots of them interacting with 
their children at a park or at home. You can place this over the interview in 
editing. B-roll adds life to your production and just might help you cover up a 
mistake in post-production.

Ever wonder why someone who owns the same camera as you often gets 
better picture quality? It’s probably because of the lighting. Good lighting is 
crucial to a great testimony video.

While your organization could spend thousands of dollars on a professional 
lighting kit, you can still make your video work with common household equip-
ment. You won’t produce professional level cinematography, but you can make 
a simple interview video work. Test your lighting with a subject before the 
shoot and tinker with it until you get the look you want. Generally, the less 
professional the equipment, the more time it takes to adjust.
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Okay, now we’ve gotten to the part where you actually hit the record button.

It’s important to walk each subject through their story. Ask the subject ques-
tions to guide them along. Make sure each individual includes your question in 
their answer. This allows you to cut out your voice in post production.

Also, instruct the person you are interviewing to not talk too fast. If they would 
like to rephrase an answer, they can pause and start again. Take a break if you 
need to or go back and ask the same question later during the interview. Do 
worry about length now, you can cut it down later.

Tip: Ask your subject to wear a solid colored shirt. Lines and complex patterns 
can distort the video image. It’s also best to stay away from the color red 
(which often bleeds on camera).
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While editing is a step that could also require a book of its own, I’ll hit a few details here.

Once you import the footage into your video editing program, look to find your “angle” in the 
interview. Then, start whittling away all the unnecessary footage. The phrase, “Kill your dar-
lings,” is crucial here. Sometimes you have to cut out pieces of the interview you like because 
they aren’t crucial to the story.

Having B-roll is also helpful at this point, especially if your subject starts a question over or 
goes off on a tangent you will eventually need to cut out. Placing a B-roll clip on top of your 
cut will make the transition seamless. If you edit the footage together 
correctly, most people won’t even know two clips were pieced together. 
Plus, B-roll adds a nice change of pace to your interview.

You’ll also want to find a music track to lay under your foot-
age. Find a song that fits the mood of the video. If the video is 
lively, pick a faster track. If the video is somber, pick a more 
emotional piece.

Tip: Instrumental tracks work best. Lyrics often distract 
from the subject’s words.

STEP 7: EDITING YOUR PIECE



TO STAY AHEAD OF THE HERD VISIT:
WWW.BEEFYMARKETING.COM

HOW TO CREATE AN INTERVIEW VIDEO THAT’S WORTH WATCHING

We hope you use the information included in this ebook to put 
together a great testimony video that’s worth watching! For any 

questions, comments, or a quote on how Beefy Marketing can shoot 
and edit a testimony video for you, contact us at:

 info@beefymarketing.com


